This holiday season is
golden for video gamers
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(StatePoint) Gaming has
never been more engaging,
more realistic, or had as
many options as it does
today.
And this holiday season,
gaming is experiencing a
renaissance that is a long
cry from the days of the 8bit Atari. According to a recent
report
from
Framingham, Mass-based
research firm from IDC,
sales of game consoles are
expected to rise as new offerings from Sony and Microsoft make their way to
retailers in time for the holiday season. Additionally,
highly-anticipated titles are
emerging that are so realistic that it’ll make you do a
double-take.
With all of this excitement around gaming, make
sure the gamer in your life
doesn’t miss out! Keep an
eye out for these exciting
holiday gifts:

New Consoles

The next generation of
gaming consoles is here.
The new XBOX One and
PlayStation 4 are hitting
shelves just in time for the
holidays. Each has exclu-

sive game franchises as well
as vastly superior hardware,
software and usage policies
than their previous versions.
It is an expensive investment but no serious gamer
will want to be the one playing with an outdated system.

Enhanced
Experience

While playing games like
“Madden NFL 25” or “Call
of Duty Ghosts” are thought
to be best on a big-screen
TV, there are ways to make
the experience even better.
One way to achieve that is
by using a projector, such as
Casio’s SLIM series of projectors.
A new projector coupled
with a new gaming system
can be more fun to play, as
well as more efficient to
run.
A SLIM projector offers
sharp imagery and adjustable brightness. And the
Laser & LED Hybrid light
source means minimal
power consumption for
gamers, lasting 20,000
hours, which is 10 times
longer than a mercury lamp.
For more information,

visit
www.CasioProjector.com.

Hot Games

Some of the most highly
anticipated games are
coming out right around
the holidays, and there will
probably be a wait to get
some of the most popular
ones. “Call of Duty:
Ghosts” looks to be one of
the hottest games this season. Now up to the tenth
installment in the series,
“Call of Duty” has been a
major player in the gaming
world for years. What a
perfect game to up the
playing experience, with a
Casio SLIM projector you
can project up to 300
inches diagonally and have
four players playing simultaneously.
“NBA 2K14” is also
garnering rave reviews,
with many new features
and superstar LeBron
James on the cover. Sports
fans everywhere will be
playing this game throughout the season.
We are in a golden age
of gaming. Plan your gift
lists for the gamers in your
life today.
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